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Patrex returns to City Wall with his Bombasto EP, four
absolute quality slices of deep, deep techno. Only after
listening to this EP will you be able to really appreciate
the time and focus that was required to achieve such an
immense quality and perfection within the sound. Hour
after hour has been poured into each synth and SFX.
Furthermore the beats and percussion ooze care and
attention with their neat signatures and funky switches.
Patrex has gone back to his roots over this work,
listening to old productions and live sets by the likes of
Aphex Twin to reignite his interest in producing visceral
sounds that have soul and carry weight. Elsewhere
Patrex has a release called Signal out on Vusumzi
Records and has also been working on new projects with
Lady Vusumzi under the Code 9000 name.

Bombasto
Bombastic vibes right here! Bombasto has indications toward some kind of acid track, but of course Patrex presents
an utterly unique take that has an almost slow motion atonal feel. Crisp and quality percussive elements are also
worked through beautifully and help highlight all the twists and turns the funky acid line has to offer.

Acceleration
Awesome, awesome sounds right here. Patrex’s deep techno vibes just resonate through and pull the listener
deeper and deeper in. Acceleration offers a vast menagerie of synth lines and SFX all melded together to create
width and variety across the auditory spectrum that keeps you wanting more and more.

Dreams
Real nice techy vibes right here! Dreams is just so good! From the chugging
beat that presses all the right buttons to the oh so twinkly SFX that uplift and
inspire. Neat thought through percussive devices and swelling synths are
excellently executed, but check the special drop after the breakdown, the
crowd goes wild!

Gamma
Edgy and mysterious, Gamma takes you on a journey into the unknown. Just when you think things are going in a
certain direction Patrex winds in something unexpected. So the solid beat is just about the only thing you can be
sure of, oh and don’t get scared by that sinister voice thing, its just a sample or something!
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